Sorption and photodegradation under visible light irradiation of an organic pollutant by a heterogeneous UiO-67–Ru–Ti MOF obtained by post-synthetic exchange
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1. Introduction

The efficient use of solar energy is one of the biggest challenges facing scientists; numerous research groups have dedicated their work to offer solutions for this technological purpose to have more ecological and environmentally friendly energy sources and industrial processes. For that matter, several studies have focused their attention on light-driven photochemical reactions that can use solar energy to perform the photo-degradation of industrial organic pollutants with light sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the photo-degradation of industrial organic pollutants with light sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts. These compounds are widely used in the textile industry and according to several studies sensitive catalysts.
the synthesis of Ti based MOFs is still challenging and up to this date only few relevant Ti based MOFs have been reported as the NTU-9 (ref. 30) PCN-22,24 COK-69 (ref. 32) or the Ti-MIL-101.33

Another interesting approach to obtain heterometallic MOFs is the post-synthetic exchange (PSE) process. This technique allows to exchange partially either the metallic cluster or the organic ligand of a MOF without degradation of the MOF or the loss of crystallinity showing the flexibility and the micro-reversibility of the MOF structure. Recently, the process of PSE has been applied on the UiO-66 (Zr6O4(OH)4L6,L = terephtalic acid) to obtain a mixed Ti/Zr MOF.17,35,36

In this work, we propose the synthesis of a Zr UiO-67 based MOF doped with a Ru complex to work as a light antenna and with Ti included by PSE to be used as photocatalyst (Fig. 1). This methodology has allowed obtaining a multi-functional material that can work slightly under UV but more importantly that make Ti visible-light active through a Ru light antenna. Sorption capacity and photodegradation activity of the material were tested towards the degradation of methylene blue (MB) in aqueous solution, the results were compared with the capacities of the precursors MOFs: UiO-67, UiO-67–Ru (modified with Ru) and UiO-67–Ti50 (modified with Ti). Synthesis of the modified UiO-67–UiO-67–Ru–TiXX (XX = % of Ti to Zr) MOF was made through classical solvothermal synthesis coupled to a post-synthetic exchange process (Fig. 1).

Details on the synthesis conditions and the characterization of complexes and ligands are provided within the ESI.

2.1 Synthesis of UiO-67 and UiO-67–Ru

A solution of ZrCl4 (0.065 mg, 0.28 mmol) in dry DMF (5 mL) was prepared in a glass vial. To this solution it was added water (13 μL) and the mixture was sonicated during 10 minutes. Then, it was added benzoic acid (1.05 g, 8.6 mmol), 4,4’-biphenyldicarboxylic acid (bpdc) (65 mg, 0.27 mmol) and in the case of the Ru doped MOF Ru(bpdc),(5,5’-dcbbpy) (13.4 mg, 0.02 mmol). The mixture was sonicated during 5 minutes before the addition of each of the reactants. The vials were then placed in an oven in static conditions at 120 °C during 72 hours. The obtained precipitate was separated by centrifugation and was washed 3 times with DMF, 3 times with ethanol and finally 2 times with diethyl ether. The crystalline solid was characterized by ICP, TGA, BET and PXRD.

2.2 PSME with TiCl4/THF

UiO-67 or UiO-67–Ru was placed in a glass vial by adding 10 mg of MOF into 1 mL of a solution of TiCl4 THF in DMF (9 mg mL–1). The mixture was sonicated and placed in an oven at 120 °C for 6 days. Two times a day the mixture was shaken. The solid was isolated by centrifugation and washed 3 times with fresh DMF, with ethanol, with diethyl ether and finally dried in an oven at 40 °C overnight. The crystalline solid was characterized by ICP, TGA, BET and PXRD.

2.3 Dye uptake measurements

5 mg of dry MOF (UiO-67, UiO-67–Ti, UiO-67–Ru, UiO-67–Ru–Ti) were added to 5 mL of an aqueous saturated solution of MB. The mixtures were stirred in the dark until equilibrium was reached. Aliquots of the solution were taken in between to follow the variation of the dye concentration. The solutions were centrifuged to isolate the solid MOF from the liquid and the concentration was followed by UV-Vis spectroscopy. MB calibration curve was obtained by measuring the samples with different concentrations (Fig. S3†).

2.4 Dye photo-degradation

5 mg of each MOF (UiO-67, UiO-67–Ti, UiO-67–Ru, UiO-67–Ru–Ti) were added to 5 mL of an aqueous solution of MB with a known concentration. The mixtures were stirred in the dark.
overnight to achieve adsorption equilibrium of the dye in the MOF. Then, the samples were irradiated during 4 hours under UV (250 nm) or visible light (419.5 nm) in a Rayonet RPR-100 Photochemical Reactor (400 Watts approximately). The concentration of methylene blue was determined by UV-Visible spectroscopy.

3. Results and discussion

The efficiency of the exchange was qualified by XRF (Fig. S1†) and quantified by ICP-AES after digestion of the material (view ESI† for digestion procedure). Values for different MOFs are shown in Table 1. It has been possible to add up to a 50% of Ti in comparison to the amount of Zr depending on the concentration of the TiCl₄ solution used for the PSE. The percentage of Ti in the MOF was graphed against the concentration of the original exchange solution and a linear tendency was observed (Fig. S3†). The selected concentration for further characterization was the maximum value of exchange without loss of crystallinity that have been observed for the UiO-66.**

The amount of Ru inside the material was also quantified by ICP-AES with the digested material. The incorporation of Ru complexes is low in comparison to the amount of exchanged Ti/Zr (around 5% if compared to the ligand). This low incorporation is to avoid effects on the crystalline structure of the MOF and to oversaturate the photo-activity of the MOF to ensure transference of the electrons to the catalytic centers.

PXRD analyses allowed to verify the crystallinity of the materials before and after the exchange with different concentrations of Ti. In Fig. 2 are shown the signals measured with the UiO-67 and UiO-67–Ru–Ti10, 20 and 50. Even in low% of Ti exchange a small shift is noticeable for low values of 2θ that can be explained by the contraction of the cavities due to the change of size from Zr to Ti. This shift is enhanced with higher loadings of Ti indicating that part of the Zr in the cluster is indeed substituted by Ti as previously reported in other studies.**

TGA results (Fig. 3) were analyzed to obtain the relation between the organic and the inorganic part for the UiO-67–Ru and UiO-67–Ru–Ti50 MOFs. The analysis of UiO-67–Ru–Ti50 shows that the percentage value of the inorganic residues increased after the exchange. This fact indicates that Ti is not only exchanging part of the cluster as shown by PXRD, but it can also be found inside the cavities of the MOF or coordinate to the cluster, since for a total exchange it would be expected a decrease of the inorganic residues (Table S1†). All the materials showed a good thermal stability with a decomposition temperature above 450 °C with no significant changes between the exchanged and the un-exchanged materials. BET surface was measured for MOFs UiO-67–Ru and UiO-67–Ru–Ti50 (Fig. S4 and S5†), the results show a decrease on the surface area after the metal exchange from 1847 m² g⁻¹ to 1694 m² g⁻¹. This is in agreement with the TGA analysis that part of the pores is occupied by the Ti. Finally, SEM images (Fig. S6†) corresponding to the different materials have the typical octahedral structure of the UiO-67; along with the SEM, it was performed the EDS analysis of the surface, however the ratio of Zr to Ti obtained showed a decrease if compared to the values obtained by ICP indicating that Ti is mainly inside the MOF structure than on the surface (Table S2†).

Photocatalytic properties of the materials were measured by UV-Visible analysis and Fluorimetry. UV-visible analysis (Fig. 4) showed an increase in the signals obtained between 250 and 300 nm, values indicating a similar activity to Ti oxides in the MOF as reported in previous works.***

---

**Note:** The use of symbols (†, ‡) indicates supplementary information that is typically available in electronic format or in the Supporting Information section of the original publication. The asterisk (*) indicates a note on the methods or observations. The double asterisk (**) indicates a note on the significance or novelty of the results. The triple asterisk (***) indicates a note on the comparison to previous studies.
The Fluorimetry Analysis allowed to identify the characteristic peak of emission of Ru complexes inside the MOF. Previous characterization of the Ru(bpy)_3 complexes showed that the emission maximum of these compounds is at 621 nm, while the UiO-67–Ru MOF showed a small shift to lower values of 613 nm and the exchanged UiO-67–Ru–Ti50 MOF showed a maximum of absorption at 615 nm (Fig. 5).

Lifetime measurements were performed for the UiO-67–Ru MOF and the UiO-67–Ru–Ti50, showing a decrease on the value with the exchanged MOF. UiO-67–Ru showed a lifetime value of \(3.43 \times 10^{-7}\) seconds while the exchanged material showed a value of \(4.52 \times 10^{-8}\) seconds (Fig. S7†). The decrease on this value can be related to the proximity of Ru to the Ti catalytic center. Also, the fit was obtained with a mono-exponential fitting, indicating the presence of just one type of light interaction of the Ru complex in the MOF.

Dye sorption results are shown in Fig. S8† With the introduction of Ru and Ti respectively, the sorption decreases considerably due to some obstructions of the MOF cavities by the Ru complex and the addition of Ti.

The adsorption data obtained was fitted to a pseudo-first and pseudo-second-order rate equations. The linear pseudo first order is represented by

\[
\ln(q_e - q_t) = \ln(q_e) - k_1 t
\]

(1)

The linear form of the pseudo-second-order rate equation is expressed as

\[
\frac{t}{q_t} = \frac{1}{k_2 q_e^2} + \frac{t}{q_e}
\]

(2)

where \(q_e\) is the sorption capacity at equilibrium, \(q_t\) is the sorption capacity at a given time; \(k_1\) and \(k_2\) are the pseudo-first and pseudo-second-order rate constants, respectively. Fittings are presented in Fig. S9 and S10†. A better fitting is observed with the second order equation. In Tables 2 and S3† are summarized the kinetic parameters for the pseudo-first and pseudo second order kinetics parameters.

The diffusion speed also seems to be affected, by prolonging the time to reach equilibrium in any of the modified MOFs, either with Ti or Ru or the combination of both.

The photo-degradation results are shown in Fig. S11† and 6 under UV and visible irradiation respectively for the different synthesized materials. It can be observed a decrease on the concentration of dyes especially with UiO-67–Ru–Ti50. This shows the increase on the photo-activity as well as on the kinetics of the degradation reaction in comparison to its precursors. These results indicate that the photocatalytic reaction is boosted by the communication of the Ru with the Ti, while the reaction takes place on the Ti centers in the MOF. This can be concluded since the activity is almost inexistent in any of the other materials (UiO-67, UiO-67–Ru or UiO-67–Ti). The catalytic degradation of MB with Ti oxides has been described in several studies\(^{39}\) and it is reported that this reaction takes places through the generation of \(\cdot\text{OH}\) radicals that can react directly with adsorbed dye molecules. An equivalent mechanism has been proposed for the degradation of MB with different MOFs,\(^{40,41}\) where electrons are transferred from the valence to the conduction band that allow the generation of the \(\cdot\text{OH}\) that has the ability of reacting with azo dyes to decompose them. A scheme of the possible products from the degradation of MB is provided within the ESI (Fig. S12†).

Table 2 Pseudo-second order sorption kinetic parameters for methylene blue on different MOFs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(q_e) (exp.) (mg g(^{-1}))</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>40.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_1) [g (mg(^{-1}) min(^{-1})]</td>
<td>(2.28 \times 10^{-5} \pm 9.45) \times 10(^{-7})</td>
<td>(5.03 \times 10^{-5} \pm 9.89 \times 10^{-6})</td>
<td>(2.62 \times 10^{-4} \pm 7.53 \times 10^{-5})</td>
<td>(1.06 \times 10^{-3} \pm 2.43 \times 10^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q_e) (calc.) (mg g(^{-1}))</td>
<td>285 ± 3.83</td>
<td>111 ± 3.77</td>
<td>72.9 ± 2.58</td>
<td>42.0 ± 1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R^2)</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Conclusions

A mixed MOF with photocatalytic activity under visible light has been developed by an original pathway. The material preserves the general structural characteristics of the Zr UiO family while adding Ru complexes and the catalytic advantages of Ti. This material has shown to be active towards the degradation of methylene blue with a good improvement due to the modifications on the structure even when the exchange is not complete, proving the interaction between the light antenna and the catalytic center, since the materials with just one of the mentioned modifications did not show a big improvement on the catalytic activity. Finally, this strategy shows that new materials can be obtained by combining different methodologies of synthesis to add multiple constituents in the same structure, each one with a specific role to enhance the overall properties of the material.
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